Introduction and Object of the Game

You are in the South American highlands, somewhere between the high mountain ranges of Bolivia and Peru. An altitude of more than 3,000 meters imposes tough demands on the people to utilize the scant vegetation for their needs.

The inhabitants generate continually growing wealth by fishing at Lake Titicaca, mining ore, breeding alpacas, and trading goods that are produced from these resources. But beware: The resources are limited, and some peter out at some point, so that you need to build new production facilities early enough and shift to other sources of income, such as cacao cultivation. New production sites are built. And you should not neglect road construction either, as that is needed to speed up development. Additionally, you need to build a warehouse, so that you are able to bridge the hard times that are not uncommon in this particular barren region.

If you plan cleverly and are flexible enough to adapt yourself to the current conditions, you will have the highest yield in the end!
Set-up of the Game

Place the 7 location tiles (village, market, road, harbor, farm, mine, and forest) in random order so that each of these locations is adjacent to 2 others and they all form a circle; this is the playing area. During the game, you travel with your game figure from one location to another.

Put goods, carts, and cards on the locations. The following table indicates how many of the different components are needed:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of players</th>
<th>Food</th>
<th>Corn</th>
<th>Wood, stone</th>
<th>Ore, silver, cloth, wool</th>
<th>Alpaca, fish, glass, cacao</th>
<th>Carts</th>
<th>Orders</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>36x</td>
<td>12x</td>
<td>12x</td>
<td>8x</td>
<td>7x</td>
<td>6x</td>
<td>10x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>36x</td>
<td>17x</td>
<td>15x</td>
<td>12x</td>
<td>9x</td>
<td>9x</td>
<td>10x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>36x</td>
<td>22x</td>
<td>18x</td>
<td>14x</td>
<td>11x</td>
<td>12x</td>
<td>12x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>36x</td>
<td>25x</td>
<td>20x</td>
<td>15x</td>
<td>12x</td>
<td>15x</td>
<td>12x</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Remove any excess goods and carts from the game. Shuffle the order cards; then randomly remove 6 cards (with 2 or 3 players) or 4 cards (with 4 or 5 players) from the game.

Place the following items directly on the locations:

**Market:** the glass tiles and the order cards

**Farm:** the alpaca tiles, wool tiles, and cloth tiles

**Mine:** the stone tiles, ore tiles, and silver tiles

**Forest:** the wood tiles and cacao tiles

**Village:** the house cards and the wooden carts

**Road:** the corn tiles

**Harbor:** the fish tiles and the boat cards

Put the food tiles and all coins in the center of the playing area, so that they are easily accessible to all players.
Tiles and cards are limited, coins are not

When tiles or cards of one kind are used up, there are no replacements. Principally, actions that let you acquire tiles or cards can still be carried out even if they are depleted (although this often doesn’t make much sense). In such a case, you simply would not obtain the applicable tile or card. Coins, however, are unlimited – if they are used up, you can substitute other material for them.

Place the **extension strip** on the table as well.

To begin with, remove those **extensions** that are not needed.

- Cards marked “5+” stay in the game with 5 players only;
- Cards marked “4+” stay in the game with at least 4 players;
- Cards marked “3+” stay in the game with at least 3 players.

After that, separate the extensions that stay in the game by their backs, A, B, C, and D, and shuffle each pile. Now arrange into one face-down pile as follows:

- at the very bottom, the card pile with D on the back;
- on top of that, the cards of category C;
- on top of that, those of category B;
- and at the very top, the A cards.

Then reveal the top 5 cards from this pile and adjoin them to the right of the extension strip, one after another, beginning at the space at the bottom.

**At any time**

All players may check at any time what orders, boats, and houses currently are on the locations or with the other players. And, at any time, anybody may count how many goods tiles are left in the supply and how many extensions are still in the pile – however, without revealing the extensions or changing their order. Additionally, a player may check anytime the goods that are in his bag and in his container.

Each player chooses one color and gets

- 1 action board
- 1 warehouse
- 1 game figure
- 1 marker
- 1 container
- 1 cart (*from the village*)
- 1 cloth bag

Place your marker on the top space of the road. Put your cart on the applicable upper cart space of your action board.

The youngest player obtains the **starting player figure**.
Mix the role tiles and lay them out face down. Beginning with the starting player, each player draws one role tile. The roles enable the players to carry out a specific action; plus, the cards indicate the additional game materials each player starts with.

Role assignment
Once all players are familiar with the game, it is recommended that they change the role assignments. In this case, the role tiles are laid out face up. Beginning with the last player in the order of play, each player, in counter-clockwise order, chooses one of the roles still available – the starting player goes last.

Take the goods tiles indicated on your role tile from the applicable locations, plus food tiles and coins from the supply. Put the tiles into your cloth bag. (To keep it simple, you can also place them directly onto the planning spaces at the bottom of your action board; in this case, phase 1 is omitted in the first round.) Put the coins next to your action board.

Now the game can begin!

Course of the Game
The game proceeds over several rounds. Each round is divided into four phases:

- Phase 1: Drawing (tiles from the bag)
- Phase 2: Planning (and placing the tiles on action spaces)
- Phase 3: Actions (to be carried out in turn until all players have passed)
- Phase 4: New round (preparation)

The game ends with a complete final round, as soon as the display of extensions can no longer be refilled and/or one location is empty, i.e., if all cards, carts, and/or goods tiles there have been acquired. The player who has collected the most points by the end of the game wins.

Phase 1: Drawing
All players simultaneously draw tiles out of their cloth bag and, for the time being, place these on the planning spaces of their action board. At the beginning, you can occupy planning spaces 1 – 4 only (and more later, through road construction). That means you may draw only as many tiles as you have unoccupied spaces available. If, for example, planning space 1 is occupied (since the tile lying there was not relocated to an action space in the previous round), you may draw no more than three tiles and use them to occupy spaces 2 – 4. Alternatively, you may also put already-placed tiles from action spaces back onto planning spaces; you need to do this before you draw tiles out of the bag. You may never occupy more than the allowed maximum number of planning spaces.

Example: Steven may occupy a maximum of 4 planning spaces. He first moves 1 fish from the harbor back onto planning space 1. Then he draws 3 more tiles out of his cloth bag and puts them on planning spaces 2 – 4.
**Important:** You may never remove tiles from your warehouse or from orders and put them back onto planning spaces!

You may take coins back into your own supply that you placed on extensions or movement action spaces in previous rounds – also before you draw tiles out of the bag.

If you don’t have enough tiles left in your bag to occupy all allowed planning spaces, you empty the contents of your container into your cloth bag when the bag has become totally empty *(all used tiles as well as the newly-acquired ones are first kept in the container).* If, even after this, there are still fewer tiles in the bag than you would be allowed to draw and place on planning spaces, the aforementioned planning spaces remain empty for this round.

---

**Phase 2: Planning**

After that, all players *simultaneously* plan their actions. To this end, you relocate tiles from your planning spaces to action spaces on your action board and/or on your role tile and extensions. You don’t have to use all tiles from your planning spaces, but you may also keep tiles there. This entails, however, that you may be limited to drawing fewer tiles in the next round. Nevertheless, in some circumstances it might make sense to leave tiles on planning spaces and accept drawing fewer tiles later on.

Most locations allow you different actions. These locations don’t stipulate which tiles to place – but they need to be tiles that would principally make it possible to carry out an action there. In order to be able to carry out one of the actions allowed there later on, precisely those tiles have to lie on the location that you use to carry out the action.

*Example:* The farm allows you to use the combination alpaca and food to produce 1 wool.

In order to produce 1 wool, this very combination first has to be placed in the farm.

Alternatively, you could also just place 1 alpaca there in order to produce 1 food.

And you would also be allowed to place 2 alpacas there; in this case, you could produce 2 food or, for instance, produce 1 food and leave the second alpaca on the space.

---

The **role tile** and **extensions** bring additional actions into play. These additional actions normally require 1 or more specific tiles as indicated on the card. You need to place exactly these already-stipulated tiles in order to be able to carry out the action later on.

In doing so, you may not relocate tiles that were placed in a previous round. But you may keep moving new tiles (*i.e., tiles that you take from the planning spaces*) back and forth during the planning phase until all players have declared their planning over. After that, the tiles may no longer be relocated *(not even in later rounds)* – with the exception of putting tiles back during phase 1, as described above.

The starting player is the first to declare his planning over; then the other players follow clockwise until all players have signaled that they have finished their planning. Once you have declared your planning finished, you may no longer relocate your tiles.

Now the action phase can begin.
Phase 3: Actions

Now players, in turn and in clockwise order, carry out actions. Beginning with the starting player, one player carries out one action; then the next player has his turn and carries out one action (unless he passes), and so on. This continues until all players have passed. Once a player passes, he may no longer carry out any action in the current round.

You can carry out your actions in any order. Your own game figure always has to be on the location that the action is affiliated with. If you want to carry out an action in the village, for example, your figure needs to be on the village tile. Before your very first action in the game, you can place your game figure on any location (the cart is not needed for that).

Later in the game, you can move your own figure before and/or after one of your actions:

Movement

For moving between the locations, each player has one cart to begin with. You can use that cart once per round for free. A cart allows you to travel up to 3 steps – each from one location to an adjacent location; this way, you can reach any location. If you travel with a cart, you move it to the right to show that you are using it.

In addition to this cart, you may make more moves with your game figure by placing 1 food for each step on the movement action spaces. This allows you to travel to an adjacent location – that means, to move only 1 step in any direction. If you do so, you take the food from the movement action space(s) and put it into your container. If you have acquired additional carts, you can use these plus 1 food each to travel up to 3 steps.

Moving is not considered an action of its own. Before and/or after your actual action, you may move your game figure to another location and, in doing so, even use several movement actions. The different moves (with and without a cart) may be made in any order.

It is not mandatory to carry out actions. You may prepare actions, i.e., place tiles that would enable you to carry out an action, but leave them in place to carry out the action possibly in a later round.

You may also combine different actions at one location, provided this is possible there. In the village, for example, you can build a house and additionally put a tile into the warehouse. These count as two separate actions, though.

When carrying out an action, you put the tiles you needed for this as well as all tiles you might have gained by this action into your own container. From there, these tiles are put into the cloth bag only when you would have to draw tiles out of the bag but it is empty.

All tiles remain in your possession – those that you use to carry out an action as well as all those that you gain through an action. Only coins are used up and then put back into the general supply. However, coins are always freely available; that means you never have to put them into the cloth bag and not onto the planning spaces either, but keep them next to the action board instead.

On market extensions, you have to put the coins on the applicable coin spaces in the planning phase in order to be able to carry out the action later on. During the action phase, you may no longer place any coins there.

For the basic actions at the market or in the village (acquire an order, buy an extension, or buy a cart), however, you don’t place coins on an action space but simply put them back into the general supply when carrying out the action. For this, you may even use coins that you have acquired during the course of the current round.

When all players have passed, the round is over. Before the next round begins, a few preparations need to be made (see “Phase 4”).
The basic actions

The basic actions that are available to everybody are shown on the action boards. At most locations, you can carry out different actions. But since the number of action spaces at the locations is limited to 2 or 3, you usually can’t carry out all actions at the same time that would be possible there. If, for example, you want to build a boat for 2 wood at the harbor, you cannot exchange 2 fish for 1 stone there in the same round.

The following basic actions are available:

Farm

- **Produce food**: Take 1 or more alpaca from the action spaces and obtain 1 food per alpaca from the supply. Put all tiles into your container.
- **Produce wool**: Take 1 alpaca and 1 food from the action spaces and obtain 1 wool from the farm. Put all tiles into your container.
- **Produce cloth**: Take 1 wool and 1 food from the action spaces and obtain 1 cloth from the farm. Put all tiles into your container.

Forest

- **Produce wood**: Take 2 food from the action spaces and obtain 1 wood from the forest. Put all tiles into your container.
- **Trade cacao**: Take 1 or more cacao from the action spaces and obtain per cacao 1 food from the supply, 1 cloth from the farm, or 1 glass from the market. Put all tiles into your container.

Mine

- **Produce stone**: Take 2 food from the action spaces and obtain 1 stone from the mine. Put all tiles into your container.
- **Produce silver**: Take 1 ore and 1 food from the action spaces and obtain 1 silver from the mine. Put all tiles into your container.

Harbor

- **Produce food**: Take 1 fish and 1 food from the action spaces and obtain 1 additional food from the supply. Put all tiles into your container.
- **Get stone in exchange**: Take 2 fish from the action spaces and obtain 1 stone from the mine. Put all tiles into your container.
- **Build a boat**: Take 2 wood from the action spaces and obtain 1 boat card of your choice from the harbor; the boat is worth 2 points and you immediately get the good depicted from the applicable location (one time only). Put all tiles into your container and the boat face up next to your action board.

Village

- **Build a house**: Take 2 stone from the action spaces and obtain 1 house card of your choice from the village; the house is worth 4 points and increases the value of one type of good by 1 for you (see “Scoring”). Put all tiles into your container and the house face up next to your action board.
- **Store goods**: Take 1 or more goods (except for food) from the action spaces and put them into your warehouse according to the following rules:

**Storage**

Goods tiles that are brought into the warehouse have to be stored in the following way:

- Place the first goods tile on the very left in the bottom row of the left depot.
- The first tile in a row determines what type of good is stored in this row. You may store only goods of this type in that row. The exception is corn; it can be placed in any row (see below).
- Every further goods tile has to be placed in the next higher row – unless it is the same type of good, or corn.
- You may start any number of rows. That means you don’t necessarily have to complete one row before starting a new one.
- You may never start a row with goods tiles if there are still incomplete rows of this type of good.
As soon as you have started all rows of the left depot, you continue with the bottom row of the right depot.

Food tiles can never be placed in the warehouse.

Example: Clarence currently has 2 fish in row 1, and 1 silver and 1 corn each in row 2. Now he wants to take 1 wool and 2 fish from the village and store them in his warehouse. First, Clarence places 1 fish; with this, he completes row 1. Therefore, he has to place the second fish in row 3 where he may now collect only fish (and corn). Then, Clarence has to place the wool in row 4. Instead, he could also have stored the wool in row 3 first and then the fish (first fish in row 1 and then starting row 4 with the second fish).

Special rules apply to corn:

- If corn is the first good you place in a new row, you may collect only corn there, i.e., you have to keep placing corn in this row until the row is completed.
- If you have already started rows with other goods when you obtain your first corn tile, you can alternatively also add corn to any of these rows. In every row, corn can substitute for the tile required there. In a silver row, for example, you may place either silver or corn.
- You always have to store corn as soon as you get it – unless you have the extension allowing you to put corn into interim storage.

Buy a cart: Spend 1 coin, take 1 cart from the village and immediately place it next to one of the movement action spaces. You can use it from now on, even immediately. A cart enables you to take up to 3 steps (instead of just 1) in a move that requires 1 food. If you use such a cart, you move it to the right (in the same way as the top cart), to indicate that it can’t be used any more in the current round. You may acquire no more than one cart per round and own a maximum of 4 carts!

Market

Sell goods: Take 1 or more goods tiles from the action spaces and sell them at the price indicated on the market tile. Obtain the coins from the supply. Put all tiles into your container. Goods without a price cannot be sold.

Buy an extension: Take one of the extensions displayed at the extension strip, pay the purchase price, and adjoin the card to the corresponding location of your action board. The purchase price of the extension is the total of the price indicated on the card plus the additional costs listed on the extension strip. To this end, the coins for this don’t have to be placed on the market beforehand. You may acquire no more than one extension per round.

Important: You may neither have more than one extension of the same kind nor acquire the extension that shows the same action as your role tile!

Example: The second card from the bottom costs 3 coins (2 for the card and 1 for the position)

Acquire an order: Spend 1 coin, take one order card of your choice from the market and lay it face up next to your action board. The coins for this don’t have to be placed on the market beforehand.

Important: You may have no more than 1 unfulfilled order in front of you. You may acquire another order only when you have completed the previous one.

Deliver goods: Take 1 or more goods tiles required for your order from the action spaces and put them on applicable empty spaces of your unfulfilled order on open display. You don’t have to deliver all goods required for completing the order at one go.

When you complete an order by delivering the final good required, you obtain 1 corn from the road and immediately store it in the warehouse (see “Storage”).

Road

Road construction: Take 1 stone and 1 wood from the action spaces and move your marker on the “Road” location 1 space down. Put all tiles into your container.

By constructing the first road, you increase the number of your planning spaces to 5; that means, from the next round you can use planning spaces 1 to 5 in phase 1. When you construct the second road, you obtain 1 corn from the road and immediately store it in the warehouse (see “Storage”). Additional road construction either increases the number of your planning spaces or gives you corn.
Phase 4: New round

Before the next round begins, a few things need to be done:

- The starting player passes the starting player figure to his left neighbor.
- All used carts are moved back to the left.
- If at least one extension was acquired, the gap(s) at the extension strip are closed by moving all the cards down (in the direction of the space without additional costs). Then the strip is refilled with new cards from the pile.
- If no extension was acquired, the card at the bottom of the extension strip (at the space without additional costs) is removed and taken out of the game. All the other cards displayed are moved down. The top space is refilled with a new card from the pile.

End of the Game

The end of the game is triggered as soon as all tiles and cards on at least one location are used up (e.g., no fish and no boats left at the harbor, or no corn on the road) and/or an empty space at the extension strip can’t be refilled any more. If this occurs, the current round is completed and then one more complete round is played.

Then, if special extensions entail storing, this is done now.
After that, the scoring takes place.

Scoring

First, each player takes all the goods tiles out of his container and his cloth bag, from the planning spaces and action spaces of his action board, from his role tile and from all extensions, and lays them face up in front of him. The tiles in the warehouse remain where they are, but they are included in the scoring. Only the goods on the orders are never included in the count.

Now, players tally their points and note them on the score pad in order to determine who was able to accumulate the most points. First, the goods are scored. For each of his goods tiles, a player gets:

- For each of his boats, a player gets 2 point, for each of his houses 4 points.

Then, players add up the points of their own completed orders. Unfulfilled orders are not scored, and any goods lying on them go to waste.

After that, players earn bonuses if they have houses. For each type of good for which a player gets a bonus through a house card, he scores 1 point for each goods tile of this type that he has.

Finally, players get storage points. For each completed row in his own warehouse, a player scores the number of points indicated at the end of the row.

Each player adds up his points. The player who was able to accumulate the most points overall is declared the winner. In case of a tie, the tied player with the most coins wins.
In this expansion, each player additionally gets 2 missions that he tries to fulfill. If he succeeds in completing one or both missions, he earns the number of points indicated on the respective card.

After all preparations have been made and before the game begins, the mission cards are shuffled. Each player gets 3 cards. He chooses one mission that he would like to fulfill and puts it face down in front of him. Then he passes one of the two remaining cards to his left neighbor and the other to his right neighbor. This way, each player gets 2 cards from his neighbors. He chooses one of these additional cards in order to fulfill it, and removes the other card from the game.

In the 2-player game, each player selects 1 of the 3 cards and hands 1 card to his opponent. The third card is removed from the game. With this, each player chooses 1 mission for himself and another one for his opponent.

The mission cards remain in place, face down, until they have been completed; then they are revealed. Everybody may look at his own face-down missions anytime.

At the scoring at the end of the game, each player scores the points indicated on the card(s) for the missions he completed. Only goods that have been scored are considered as collected, i.e., not the goods on orders.

Hints before the First Game

In Altiplano, there are plenty of possible actions, and there are many ways to reach the goal. Here are some tips to help you get started:

- **Don’t forget food.** Each player starts with 1 or 2 food. That is pretty little for an entire game, and so you should keep in mind producing more food (by using fish or alpaca) in time, since food is needed not only for all productions but also for movement. It can be bitter if you are able to move your figure only once in a round. However, too much food is not good either, so you need to find an appropriate balance.

- **Exchange fish.** The fishmongers bustle at the market. With fish, you can not only get food but also exchange goods well. As a basic action, you can only exchange 2 fish for 1 stone, but there are a few interesting exchange extensions available in the game.

- **Store at the right time.** When you play the first game of Altiplano, you might underestimate the warehouse. Storing goods is not only important for reducing the supply of tiles in your cloth bag but also for purposefully completing rows and scoring for them. If, for example, you collect many different goods to begin with, you can start many rows and then complete the valuable ones and score many points for them.

- **Boats as an alternative.** In Altiplano, there are many goods, but you don’t have immediate access to all of them. Without alpaca, for example, you can’t come by wool, and without wool, you can’t get cloth. There are numerous extension cards that allow you to produce or buy resources and goods during the game. Another option is the boats. Each boat comes with a certain good. You should not only pay attention to the value of the good but also whether this gives you access to other goods: A cloth tile, for example, is worth 3 points; but you can use a wool tile to produce cloth again, or an alpaca tile to produce wool and then use wool to produce cloth.

- **Use coins cleverly.** Coins aren’t worth any points in the end. Therefore, it’s pointless to hoard coins. If you get a market extension, you can obtain goods there — provided you earn enough coins — without having to use tiles from the planning spaces for them. Coins thus give you additional action possibilities.
Explanations of the Extensions

Receive 1 alpaca for 1 food (farm).

Receive 1 ore for 1 fish (harbor).

Receive 1 wood for 1 food (forest).

Receive 1 ore for 1 food (mine).

Receive 1 fish for 1 food (harbor).

Receive 1 ore for 1 food (mine).

Spend 2 coins for 1 cacao (market).

Spend 1 coin for 1 alpaca or 1 stone (market).

Spend 1 coin for 1 fish or 1 wood (market).

Spend 1 coin for 1 stone or 1 wood (market).

Receive 1 cacao for 2 fish (harbor).

Receive 1 ore or 1 stone or 1 wood for 1 fish (harbor).

Receive 1 cacao for 2 food (forest).

During the planning phase, place any tile here; you can use it later for an action at a location of your choice.
Receive 1 wool for 1 alpaca (farm).

Receive 1 cacao for 1 food (forest).

During phase 2, you can choose to put 1 coin (instead of 1 food) on the movement action spaces. If you then use the movement, you put the coin into the general supply.

Between phase 1 and phase 2, put 1 tile of your choice from the planning spaces into your container. Then either draw 1 tile out of your bag or pick 1 tile from your container. Place the tile on one of the planning spaces.

During the planning phase, place any tile here; you can use it later for an action at a location of your choice.

Receive 1 wool or 1 cacao for 1 fish (harbor).

Spend 2 coins for 1 wool or 1 ore (market).

Spend 3 coins for 1 silver or 1 glass (market).

Directly before the scoring, draw up to 10 goods out of the bag (if need be, refill from the container). You may store these goods now – however, you may not start any new rows in the warehouse but only add these goods to already-started rows with appropriate goods.

In phase 3, you can put up to 2 corn into interim storage here as soon as you get the corn. Later on, you can – as an action – store 1 or 2 corn from here permanently (see “Storage”).
### Explanations of the Mission Cards

All mission cards show the minimum conditions; you may also exceed them.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mission Card</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><img src="image1" alt="Mission Card" /></td>
<td>Fulfill 3 orders.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image2" alt="Mission Card" /></td>
<td>Store 3 alpacas in your warehouse.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image3" alt="Mission Card" /></td>
<td>Store 7 types of goods in your warehouse.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image4" alt="Mission Card" /></td>
<td>Store 20 goods in your warehouse.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image5" alt="Mission Card" /></td>
<td>Be the first to complete a warehouse row.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image6" alt="Mission Card" /></td>
<td>Complete 4 rows without corn in your warehouse.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image7" alt="Mission Card" /></td>
<td>Have 3 silver and 3 cloth by the end of the game <em>(not on orders).</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image8" alt="Mission Card" /></td>
<td>Have 4 glass by the end of the game <em>(not on orders).</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image9" alt="Mission Card" /></td>
<td>Complete 3 rows in your warehouse.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image10" alt="Mission Card" /></td>
<td>Store 5 corn in your warehouse.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Be the first to complete a warehouse row with fish.

Be the first to fulfill an order.

Build 3 boats.

Have more ore than any other player by the end of the game (not on orders).

Build 3 houses.

Fulfill 1 order, build 1 boat and 1 house.

Store 4 cacao in your warehouse.

Fulfill 2 orders involving wool or cloth.

Have more stone than any other player by the end of the game (not on orders).

Be the first to build a house.
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